ABOUT SHEILA

Personal Style and Image Expert

Sheila is an image consultant and former radio show host who leads
entrepreneurs, speakers and business leaders through the process of
creating a professional image that increases visibility, influence and
profits. Known for blending personal energy, self-empowerment and
wardrobe techniques, Sheila uses simple strategies to inspire her
clients to create a style they love, while being true to their authentic
self so they can walk into any room poised and confident.
Sheila is co-author of “101 Great Ways to Improve Your Life,” and “My Style, My Way.”
Sheila facilitates image workshops on “How Become More Influential in Every Business
Occasion” and speaks to women’s groups and businesses on “How to Align Your Image
with Your Brand to Attract More Clients.” Her quotes and articles have appeared in
Complete Well Being, The Chronical Herald and The National Inquirer.
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Copyright © Sheila Alley. All rights reserved. Printed in Canada. No part of
this workbook may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without
written permission of author.
Liability/Warranty: The author has made every attempt to provide the reader
with accurate information. This information is presented for information
purposes only. The author makes no claims that using this information will
guarantee the reader personal or career success. The author shall not be
liable for any loss or damages incurred in the process of following the advice
presented in this book.
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Determining Your Body Shape

Maybe you can look at these images and quickly recognize which one most
accurately represents your body shape. If not, use the following steps:
Step One: Stand in front of a full-length mirror wearing just your underwear or

leotards and notice your body shape.
• How wide are your shoulders in comparison to your hips? Are they
wider than your hips, narrower than your hips, the same width?
• Do you have a defined waistline? Can you clearly see the curve of your
waistline or is there no definition?
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• Is your bust large, medium or small in comparison to your body? Not
someone else’s - just your body.
• Are your legs thin, average or large in comparison to your body?
• Is most of your weight on top or bottom or evenly distributed?
• Take a pen and paper and write a description of what you see – i.e.

small bust, full hips, etc.

Step Two: Using a flexible measuring tape, measure:

• the fullest part of your bust
• the width around your shoulders
• the narrowest part of your waist
• the fullest part of your hips
• Record the measurements – do you see similarities with your findings

from step one?

**If there is a 10-inch difference between your waist and hips you have a
defined waistline.
**If there is less than a 10 inch difference your waistline is not defined.
Step Three: Now that you have a good idea of your body shape use the

information on each body shape to determine where you best fit. Don’t worry
if you don’t fit exactly into a body shape. Come as close as you can.
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** These garment shape suggestions are for any height. It doesn’t’ matter if
the woman is 5’ 2” or 5’ 11”. Her shape stays the same, and the best styles
for that body shape are the same.

However, height makes a difference in the choice of clothing. For example, if
two women have an hourglass shape, one is 5’ 2” and the other 5’ 7”. A
straight leg trouser looks great on both of them; however, the type of top,
blazer or coat worn with the trouser to create the best proportioned look is
different.
The clothing styles I have selected are those that have lines that best suit
each particular body shape. These are not the only styles that will look great
on these body shapes. Although most women fit into one of these body
shapes there are unique differences among women which affect how styles
are matched and outfits created. Not only will height make a difference in
how styles are matched, vertical measurements and style personality will
make a difference in the best combination of styles.

Lines in clothing have a big influence on visual appearance. Lines are
horizontal, vertical, curved, broken and diagonal. Here is an example of
horizontal and vertical lines:
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Widening, horizontal lines: the wide brim, wide lapels, double breasted
jacket, patch pockets line of contrasting color and short wide skirt.
Lengthening, vertical lines: no brim, narrow lapels, single-breasted, straight
skirt.

The Rectangle Body Shape
Is your body type Rectangle?
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The rectangle shape has few curves. The woman who has this body type
has shoulders the same width as her hips. She has a small bust, narrow hips
and an undefined waist. Her legs are slender.
She looks best in clothing that creates curves to give her body the look of
more curves. The rectangle shape will use horizontal lines to look wider in
the hip and bust area and horizontal lines to look shorter if she feels she is
taller than she would like to be.
The best choices in tops are those with visible horizontal lines like piping in
pockets or across the hip area. Belts will also create horizontal lines.
Jackets with epaulets, wide lapels, breast pockets, and ruffles will make the
top look larger.
Tapered jackets are a great choice for the rectangle body shape. They

create
slimmer.

a curve at the waistline making the natural waistline look

Do Wear:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Lighter colours in tops, pants and skirts
Patch pockets in pants and shirts
Prints
Layering
Shaped jackets
Flared skirts
Pleats
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Don’t Wear:

¨ Wide Belts (If you wear a belt make sure it is the same colour
as your top if you have a short waist and the same colour as
your pants if you have a long waist.
¨ Tight tops
¨ Oversized patterns
¨ Narrow pants
¨ Vertical Stripes
¨ Wide necklines
¨ Boxy Jackets

ßThe horizontal
lines on this sweater
create the
appearance of wider
shoulders. The extra
sleeve details
create interest
around the hips.

ßThe flare skirt
rides along the hips
creating the look of
curves. Paired with
the white sweater a
more hourglass look
is formed.

ßThe V-shape
lines in this top
create the illusion
of a slender
waistline and the
appearance of
wider shoulders.
ß The diagonal
zipper and high
collar of this
jacket looks great
on the rectangle
body shape.
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The print of this blouse adds
interest. Paired with this skirt it adds curves to the rectangular shape.

An A-line skirt
adds width at
the hips to
make a
rectangle
shape have
the
appearance
of more

ß Having a
rectangle
body shape
gives you
lots of
flexibility with
details.

This print/ruffled skirt paired with this shirred top will add weight and curves
to the rectangular shape.
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Skirts with lots of
detail complement
the rectangle body
shape

Diagonal lines
create the look of
curves.

ß The
details of
this top is
great to
create
perfect lines
for the
rectangle
body shape

Want broad
shoulders
instantly? The
halter top is
your top pick.

Straight leg pants are the best
choice for the rectangle body
shape. Paired with a curvy top a
more rounded shape is created.
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Wear this dress to
create curves. ↓
ßSkinny
jeans or
leggings
are a great
choice if
you wear
them with
boots and
a bright or
print top to
create
horizontal
lines and
more
interest.
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The Hourglass Body Shape
Is your body type HOURGLASS?

This body type typically has a large bust, small waist wide hips and shapely
legs. If this is your body shape, use clothing to accentuate your curves.

Do Wear:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Flare skirts
Straight pants and wide leg pants
Soft pleats or gathers
Soft fabrics
V- necks
Wrap tops
Belts

Don’t Wear:

¨ Heavy layering on top
¨ Tight tops
¨ Patch pockets on blouses
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¨ Boxy Jackets
¨ Horizontal lines
¨ Patterns at bust or hips
The hourglass will want to show off her curves and look taller and thinner.
Using visible vertical lines in jackets and vertical lines in clothing such as the
v-neck and the single-breasted jacket the hourglass shape will look slimmer.
ßTo define curves
she should choose
fitted skirts styles
that glide over the
body – pleated
skirts. The straight
skirt and pencil skirt
are also very
flattering. -->
Choose skirts in your
favorite colours.

ßSkirts with horizontal lines
like this one will hide your
curves and make you look
larger. Avoid baggy, shapeless
clothing.
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The deep Vneckline, the vertical
stripes and ¾
sleeves create a
slimming look.

The deep Vneckline and
empire waistline
create a
slimming look
and
accentuates the
hourglass

Wear this dress in your best
colour to accentuate your
curves.

Wear this style as a suit in
one color or wear the jacket in lighter color. The shaped jacket will
accentuate the waistline.
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Show off your
curves in this
wrap dress.

ß These jeans
will accentuate
your curves and
narrow waistline.

The Inverted Triangle Body Shape:
Is your body type INVERTED TRIANGLE?

This body type typically has a large bust, wide waist and small hips, slender
legs and a flat derriere. The challenge for this body type is to balance her
bottom and top - shoulders and hips. The goal is to make the upper body
appear smaller while emphasizing the lower body.

Do Wear:
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¨ Lighter colours in pants and skirts
¨ Darker colours in tops
¨ Patterns in pants and skirts

Don’t Wear:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Heavy layering on top
Wide Belts
Tight tops
Patch pockets on blouses
Turtlenecks
Light colours on top
Horizontal lines on top

To make the top half look longer and
slimmer use the vertical lines in vnecks and single breasted jackets and
avoid bulky sweaters.

The Inverted Triangle shape uses dark colors on top to appear smaller and
lighter colors on bottom to make her hips appear larger.
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ß The white
blouse under the
blue sweater
creates a vertical
line that draws the
eye downward
making the top
look smaller.

The V-neckline
and ¾ sleeves
create a
slimming top
half.

ßThe diagonal line
in this dress
creates a slimming
look.
è This deep
v-neckline
of this red
dress is very
flattering

ß Wide or
straight leg
pants look best
on the IT body
type. Choose
pants (and
skirts) in light
colours.

ß The deep Vneckline and
empire waistline
creates a
slimming look.

ß Bootcut
jeans are the
most flattering
style for the IT
body type.
Avoid skinny
jeans.
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ß The A-line skirt is
most flattering for the
IT body type. The slight
flare creates balance.

ß Choose singlebreasted coats with a
deep V-neck to create
a slimming vertical line.
A slight flare also
creates balance.
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The Oval Body Shape:

Is your body type OVAL?

This body type typically has a large bust, is full at the waist, and has a
prominent tummy and large hips. The challenge for this body type is to
create a longer, slimmer line.

The goal of the oval body shape is to look slimmer. She does this by
dressing in monochromatic colors and using as many vertical lines as
possible. She avoids any clothing items that are bulky or have many
horizontal lines.

Dressing in monochromatic
colours means using the
same colour but different
colour values. For example,
all blue.
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Do Wear:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Jackets hip length or longer
Empire waist tops and dresses
Long vests
V-Necklines
Coat dresses

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Heavy layering on top
Belts
Tight tops
Patch pockets on blouses
Large patterns in pants and skirts
Bulky heavy fabrics i.e. Furs, corduroy, velvet
Horizontal lines
Stiletto heels
Turtlenecks

Don’t Wear:

ß What’s slimming
about this suit dress?
• It’s one colour
• It has a shaped
jacket
• The material is
medium weight
• The jacket has
vertical lines
• The dress has
a deep Vneckline

↑ This

V-neck dress
has very few lines
which makes it21
very
attractive on the
oval body shape.
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ßThe gold colour
diagonal lines in
this top creates a
slimming effect
around the hips
and waist

ß The deep
V-neckline
and wrap
design
complements
the oval body
shape.

ßV-neckline,
empire waist, ¾
sleeves – very
complimentary!

ß Very
little
detail
and
vertical
lines
flatter
the oval
body
shape
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ß Vertical lines
make this a great
choice for the oval
body shape.

ß One colour,
few lines, very
flattering!

ß Choose singlebreasted coats with
little detail, ending
slightly above the
knee.
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ßThis is a very
flattering and
slimming jacket
length.

ß Your best
jeans are
boot cut in
dark denim.

The Triangle Body Shape:
Is your body type TRIANGLE?
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This body type typically has shoulders that are narrow, a small waist and
hips that are large or wider than shoulders. The challenge for this body type
is to balance the shoulders with the hips. She wants to make the upper body
appear larger while de-emphasizing the lower body.
She uses horizontal lines and details to make her top half appear larger and
vertical lines on her bottom half to make it appear smaller.

DO WEAR:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
DON’T WEAR:
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Lighter colours in tops
Darker colours in pants and skirts
Patterns in tops
Horizontal stripes across the bust
Heavy layering on top
Slightly padded shoulders
Patch pockets on blouses
Tops with ruffles
Wide or scoop necklines
Jackets that fall below the hips

Tight tops
Raglan sleeves
Sleeveless tops
Dark tops with light bottoms
Jackets that stop at the widest part of the hip
Bias cut skirts
Pants with narrow legs
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ß The ruffle
across the
shoulders
creates a
horizontal line
making the
shoulders look
wider.

ß Print tops create
the appearance of
a larger upper body
balancing the hip
area.

ß Choose tops with
ruffles to create
interest and add
weight à

ßPockets
add interest
and draw
the eye to
the area it is
placed. In
this instance
the pockets
create the
illusion of a
larger chest.

ß The horizontal
white lines will
create the illusion
of wider
shoulders, while
the diagonal
black lines will
accentuate a slim
waistline.
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ß A straight
skirt is very
flattering on a
triangle body
shape. It
accentuates
curves while
sliming the hip
area.

ß Flatter
your hips
and
balance
your upper
body with
wide leg
pants.

ß The white
bodice of this
dress paired
with the dark
bottom
balances the
Triangle body
shape.

ß A flare
skirt, with the
flare starting
at the knee
is the most
flattering
style for the
triangle body
shape.

ß The best
jeans for your
body type are
boot cut in dark
denim, or black.

ß A light
colour top
and a dark
bottom
minimizes
the lower
body
creating
balance
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ß Coats
with large
collars are
very
flattering
on the
Triangle
body shape

ß The fur
collar creates
width and the
belt
accentuates
the waistline.

Want to Know More?

Schedule a complimentary private conversation with me to learn more about
dressing to suit your body shape.
In this conversation you will:
• Confirm your body shape and discover specific styles that look great
on YOU!
• Learn how knowing your body shape will help you quickly get through
clothing aisles and make shopping enjoyable.
• Get your questions answered.
Click this link to tell me more about you and book your complimentary 1-on-1
conversation today!
http://www.womeninstyle.ca/style-quiz/
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